Tale of an Eddystone S.770R – by Gerry O’Hara, G8GUH
Looking For ‘Eddy’…*
As I mentioned in my S.740 restoration article, I live in Vancouver and have found that
there are not too many Eddystones available locally and the problem with EBay is the
shipping cost for sets from the UK (where most seem to be located, not surprisingly), on
top of the purchase price and import duty, is really prohibitive, and stateside sets are few
and far between (I drooled recently at a 680X that sold for CDN$211, but the shipping
was going to be another $280! and I would have paid another $36 in duties on top). I also
mentioned that I was checking out local ‘flea markets’ (radio and otherwise) and ‘swap
meets’ (aka ‘car boots’) for other Eddystone sets to give some TLC to. All to no avail
since the one ‘SPARC’ had a stall at way back in February where I bought my 830/4
(SPARC is the local radio museum – the Society for the Preservation of Antique Radio in
Canada (http://www3.telus.net/radiomuseum/). I then recalled that the other Eddystone
for sale on the stand that day was an S770R. I declined buying it at the time as I thought
I would get a hard enough time when I showed up at home with the 830/4 (also, I thought
the 770R would be of less use, being VHF and I recalled Gordon, G3MNL (‘Mike-NanLove’ – he was a whiz at phonetics) cursing his 770R at times for various reasons, so I
thought ‘no’ to buying it at the time, even though it was going for a very reasonable $70).
Over 4 months later, on a visit to SPARC, I was checking out the communications
receivers section of the museum a bit more closely than in previous visits and noticed that
a number of Eddystones were ‘on
the racks’, including an EC10, a
680X, a 840/4, a 770U and two
770/R’s, as well as a 640 in very
nice condition, the latter located in
‘pride of place’ in the display
cabinets near the entrance to the
museum. As there were two
770R’s, I thought perhaps the
770R had not sold at the flea
market in February, so I enquired if
that was the case and whether I
could make a donation to the
museum in exchange for increasing
their shelf space by one 770R… I
offered to take the rougher one of
the two in exchange for a suitable
donation, leaving the better one for
the museum. A deal was done…
A corner of SPARC – its ‘Find Eddy’ time (at least three
Eddystones are visible in this photo from the SPARC
website – can you spot them and identify them?)**
*After the US kids book series ‘Where’s Waldo’

**EC10 Mk1 (upper left), 770R (lower left)
and an 830/4 (bottom right)
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Home Safe and Sound
As I said, the 770R was the ‘ropier’ of the two – fair enough. On close inspection,
amongst other things, it sported bent handles (dented in towards the front panel), a bent
internal front
chassis plate (the
front panel
aluminium casting
was ok though –
phew!), chipped
dial glass,
mongrel knobs, a
scratched vernier
dial (from
catching on the
scale plate when
rotating due to
poor re-assembly
in the past and/
The 770R on arrival – looking a bit ‘tatty’ and forlorn… “help me!”
or the impact) and a little note inside saying ‘IF gain control broken?’. I removed the
case and two bits of wood fell out – they had been chocking the front panel phones jack
socket in place (wedged between it and the chassis) as the retaining nut had been sheared
off. I thought there
might be a bit of a
challenge ahead…
Basic Preparation
and Safety Checks
- I removed the case
and was pleasantly
surprised at how
clean the chassis
and components
were – no signs of
scorching in the psu
compartment or
mains transformer,
also, no signs of any ‘mods’ – apart from an ‘F’-type RF socket on the front panel to
the right of the phones socket (looked professionally done though). However, on
close inspection, a ‘waiting-to-happen’ short circuit was spotted – nasty: the two
wires leading to the mains switch were noted as passing under a wire linking the psu
filter cap earths together. Over the years, the insulation on these wires had become
‘dinted’, possibly exacerbated by heat in the psu, and were almost shorting out (see
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photo). These wires were insulated and the retaining wire bent upwards slightly to
relieve the pressure.
The mains wires where their insulation had
become worn/dinted – pulled out slightly to
expose the ‘nasty’.

- Vacuum-cleaned the chassis and case, using a
small paintbrush to penetrate nooks and crannies.
I wiped the case and front panel with cotton wool
wipes and warm soapy water, and wiped the
chassis with alcohol (using Q-tips and cloths) to
remove grime.
- Removed the knobs: some of the grub screws
were very tight, especially in the tuning and band
selector knobs. I applied penetrating oil and left
for a day. The screws were then removed with
much careful effort and
selection of well-fitting
screwdriver tip.
However, the band
selector knob also has a
tapered cotter pin that
stubbornly refuse to be
drifted out.
The grub screws were
found to be rusty and
some were gnarled. I
cleaned them with wire
brush, applied light oil
and reinstalled. The
gnarled grub screws
were filed down and their slots re-cut. Desperate
measures were required with the cotter-pin
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Replacement Mains Connector
I do not like using older electrical
connections if they are the least suspect
(eg. frayed or perished insulation). The
photo below shows the original mains
connector parts (bottom), together with
a modern mains ‘euro’ connector
(computer type).

The modern connector (male socket)
can be fitted into some Eddystone sets
directly behind the chassis cut-out for
the older (‘kettle’) connector. Simply
unsolder and remove the old connector
and fit the replacement with a 4BA nut
and bolt at the bottom and similar at the
top, the latter with a large washer or
plate cut to cover the small gap. Solder
in the new male socket and that’s it.
You will find that the female connector
(plug) fitted to the mains lead will fit
snugly through the chassis cut-out and
mate with the chassis connector.

however: I tried cutting a slot through the knob into the
wide end of the cotter pin to try rotating it. The slot cut ok,
but the pin would not rotate. I had to resort to carefully
drilling the pin out and avoid shattering the knob – it
worked – thank goodness. The pin was replaced with a bolt
and the slot was filled with epoxy putty.
- Having removed the knobs, I removed the front panel. To
do this, simply remove the four bolts retaining the handles
and a nut on a stand-off post, then loosen the switch bezel
and phones socket nuts. I then cleaned the dial glass with
alcohol and then lens-cleaner.
- Removed the scale plate and vernier scale. I cleaned these gently using warm soapy
water and cotton wool pads (there was an amazing build-up of grime: cleaning revealed
they were a ‘greenish-mushroom’ colour underneath). However, the vernier scale was
badly marked and the soapy water was
not making any headway. I tried a little
alcohol on a part not visible through the
scale plate slot - no use, it removed the
paint. I then tried using neat washing-up
liquid and this worked for most of the
marks except the scuffs caused by
catching on the scale plate – it looked
acceptable now.
- Cleaned dial drive train gears with
alcohol and more Q-tips. Applied light
machine oil (not ‘3-in-One’) to the
Scale and vernier looking very grubby and worn…
…and looking much better
various metal bearings (very
sparingly), avoiding plastic pulleys
and the metal dial cord.
- Checked the power cord and
found it to be open-circuit. I
chased the open circuit all the way
to the ‘kettle plug’ at the set-end
(use a darning needle on one test
probe to penetrate the insulation
along the wire at intervals working
from one end, with the other probe
connected to the conductor). Close
inspection revealed that the wires
had broken and the insulation was
cracked and brittle at that point. I do not like taking any chances with safety, so I decided
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to install a similar solution as I had on my 830/4, ie. removal of the chassis part of the
‘kettle plug’ and installation of a ‘modern’ standard mains power connector (as found on
modern rigs and computer psu’s, sometimes called a ‘euro’ connector). This can be done
with no butchering of the chassis (see sidebar) and
An Instant 1000 ohm/volt Meter
works very well – it can also be reversed in the
future quite easily. I also re-wired one of the two
Many older radios (including
mains fuseholders into the mains transformer
Eddystones) have voltage tables in their
centre-tap as an extra protection for the power
manuals or on their circuit diagrams.
transformer.
These, together with standard signal
- Checked the general electrical safety of the
tracing and resistance checking
remainder of the psu unit and the power
techniques can be of great use in
transformer for continuity and insulation (all
quickly finding a problem stage and
good).
then isolating a component(s) that have
- Removed all valves, wiped them clean and
caused a fault. The problem is that
cleaned up their pins with crocus paper and ‘Demany meters in use several decades ago
Oxit’.
used a lower sensitivity movement than
- Cleaned up the valve sockets using 'De-Oxit'.
even fairly inexpensive analogue
- Applied power to the set, slowly increasing to
meters today, with a resulting lower
117v through a variac. Checked the mains
ohms/volt value. Therefore in many
transformer secondary voltages - all good.
cases using, say, a modern 20kohm/volt
- Time to see if the set works…
meter (or worse, a DVM or VTVM
with several Mohms/volt), will result in
Electronic Testing and Repairs
a significantly higher voltage reading
than shown in the voltage table values.
- Resistance checks on the psu filter caps
The simple way to resolve this is to
indicated some leakage – but not too bad. I
shunt your 20kohm/volt (or higher)
decided to try to re-form these rather than install
meter with a suitable resistance on each
replacements (for authenticity). The caps were rerange to give the required sensitivity –
formed over a half day period by slowly
eg, for a 250v scale, use a 250kohm (or
increasing voltage from variac supply, monitoring
247kohm) resistor. I made up a little
HT current draw (all valves still removed except
connector box for this purpose (photo
the rectifier and voltage stabilizer) - increasing the
below), but a switched unit would be
voltage in stages, holding for up to an hour and
ideal. Having said all that, the 770R
also switching off/on a couple of times at each
manual I have includes for a
stage. As current draw fell off at each voltage
20kohm/volt meter…
increment, I increase the applied voltage by 25v,
up to the full HT volts of ~250v. I noted a ‘step’
in the current draw at around the 160v mark as the
VR150 stabilizer ‘kicked in’ (glowing a nice
mauve colour). Leakage current at the end of reforming was acceptably low on the two 50 muf
filter caps.
- Undertook resistance checks on random by-pass
caps - all appeared ok.
- Cleaned up the contacts in the turret coil packs
using ‘De-Oxit’ and Q-Tips.
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That ‘De-Oxit’ at work!!

- I then reinstalled the
remaining
valves and
slowly
brought the set
up on the
variac over
around 15
minutes. Dead as a dodo…. Hmmm, then I
remembered that some sets had a need for a link
in an octal socket on the rear of the set to
connect the valve heaters. Sure enough, all the
valves except the rectifier and stabilizer were
stone cold! I checked the circuit diagram (this
being for a ‘generic 770R, dating from 1952 –
my set was built around mid-1960, judging by
the labels on the filter caps, as the serial number
plate is missing) and no such wiring was
indicated. I traced the heater wiring in the psu
and sure enough, a link was needed in the octal
socket. Inserted a link and hey-presto, after a
few seconds audio was heard – well, a lot of
noise and crackling. Using a signal generator, I
found that the set tuned on all bands, though a
bit weak, with all controls working – except for
the IF gain, which just caused the set to crackle
loudly when turned.
- The IF gain control was removed and
dismantled (there
was no convenient
hole to spray the
innards with 'DeOxit'), cleaned and
re-fitted. It now
worked ok and the
set was much more
sensitive (if I
couldn’t have
dismantled it I
would have drilled
a small hole in its
case to allow spraying of its innards with ‘DeOxit’ before considering replacing. These IF
and RF gain controls are often ‘specials – a
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Straightening Handles
As you can see from the unrestored
photos, the chrome plated handles were
rather bent on arrival at the G8GUH
QTH.

Straightening these needed a bit of
careful ‘jigging’: I used my trusty old
Record woodworking vice and three
bits of scrap wood (two of which fell
out of the set when I removed the case!
– I knew they would come in handy…).
The jig comprised locating the three bits
of wood such that when the vice closed,
on piece was at the convex apex of the
bent part of the handle, with the other
two located at the end of the bent
section on the opposite side of the
handle.

Closing the vice further encouraged the
handle back to its original shape. This
action was repeated several times to
obtain the correct amount of
‘persuasion’ at all angles. Half an hour
later they were looking much better and
were re-installed on the set.

pseudo log-law wirewound pot made from several different values of resistance wire.
Replacing with a standard liner-law wirewound pot makes the control act a bit like a
switch). The IF gain pot is fitted to the inner chassis and connects through to the front
panel via a coupling and bushing. The coupling fitted was a ‘barrel’ type that did not
allow for any slight misalignment of the shaft through the panel. I replaced it with a
flexible type – much smoother.
- The set was then configured for voltage checks as per the handbook. I found most
within tolerance –or very close (amazing!).
- Checked HT current draw at ~155mA. I could not find a reference to HT current in the
manual I have, but this seemed reasonable for 17 tubes connected to HT (excluding the
VR150).
- Soak tested the set for 1 day. All seemed to be ok, though the quality of broadcast FM
stations was poor (they actually sounded better on the NBFM setting of the mode
switch!). Also, the combined S-meter/tuning indicator (centered when tuned into an FM
station) was functioning fine as an S-Meter but was not working properly as a tuning
indicator (it was ‘peaking’ when the station was tuned in ‘on the nose’). I tried adjusting
the pre-set pot for this, located on the top of the turret box, but this did not help.
- Undertook more circuit checks (voltage ad resistance), especially around the last
IF/discriminator stages and found nothing obviously untoward.
Preliminary Alignment Checks
- I checked the dial calibration accuracy using a signal generator and frequency meter –
close enough to use for general listening without adjustment, so I decided not to re-align
the RF section (for now) - the set was functioning reasonably well and appeared quite
sensitive/selective. However, I decided to try to improve the quality of FM reception.
- I read up a bit on valve FM detector circuits and their adjustment first (see references at
the end of the article).
- First I checked the IF alignment as described in the manual, followed by the
discriminator transformer settings - without using a wobbulator (you guessed it, mine is
in my mother-in-law’s garage
in the UK… and I have not
purchased or built one yet –
one day soon). Great
improvement and the tuning
indicator now worked
properly, but still some
distortion present (though the
set was now ‘listenable’ on
FM). I checked out the audio
section and found that the
cathode by-pass cap on the 1st audio was open circuit – I replaced this and the audio was
much improved (the audio strip is a nightmare to work in – see photo above – I felt like a
dentist working on someone’s back molars). I decided to leave things alone for now –
until I have a wobbulator to play with…
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Cosmetic Touches
- I washed the outer case in warm soapy water and dried it with a hairdryer. Slight
scratches and scuffs on the front panel and case were touched-up with metallic coloured
markers and the case was buffed up slightly with metal polish.
- The finger plate is a strange colour – not sure if it was originally black, faded to coppercolour, or originally a copper-colour with black discolouration (if some one can shed
light on this I would be grateful). The finger plate was cleaned with alcohol and the
scuffs toned-down with a marker pen.
- Cleaned the knobs (with alcohol) and polished them using "Armor-All' (plastic polish
for car interiors). Re-installed knobs and lubricated the band chage switch key
mechanism with lithium grease.
- The bent handles were annoying me, so before re-installing them, I decided to straighten
them out – see the sidebar for details.
- Replaced the phones socket retaining nut.
That’s about it I guess.. For now at least - the set is used mainly as an FM broadcast band
receiver as shack background music/talk – working on the proverbial ‘bit of wet string’ in
my basement. I intend to obtain a discone-type wideband VHF aerial at some point and
listen to the other bands covered by the set. I also intend to attempt a more thorough realignment and component check at some point, as well as check the valves (I will
probably replace the front end EF95s before I attempt any re-alignment of the turret).
Postscript
Well, that’s the fourth Eddystone in my humble collection (including the abomination of
an EC10 sitting in my mother-in-law’s garage in the UK). Of course I am on the look-out
for more sets – whatever the condition, as long as the price is right - and I will ‘write ‘em
up’ as and when they arrive on my doorstep. I just love the relative simplicity of the
circuitry, quality (and sometimes idiosyncrasy) of construction – very ‘British’, as well as
the relative ease of restoration, repair and maintenance of the older valve models
compared to solid state sets. And, of course, once working and ‘boxed-up’ you have the
real benefit of that distinctive ‘feel’ when operating and listening to a valve radio of this
pedigree – though I suppose I am preaching to the converted here…
I have included a few more shots of the 770R with some annotation below for
information. Also, I intend to prepare a sequel when I get around to aligning it properly
and undertake more thorough circuit checking. Watch this space…
73’s
Gerry O’Hara, G8GUH (gerryohara@telus.net), Vancouver, BC, Canada, July, 2006

Exposed! - the secret of that famous Eddystone ‘feel’…
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‘Belly-up’ – underneath the chassis with lower turret box cover removed. Pretty clean
and untouched for a 46 year old: - nothing scorched or melted – indeed, I could not find
one replacement component or re-soldered joint! The turret covers had obviously been
off a few times, so I guess the coil packs had their fair share of tweaking over the years.

I noticed some minor fracturing in the clear plastic surrounding the turret contacts
(hopefully not too serious in the long-term). The phenolic plate used as part of the
locking mechanism had some hardened grease around the locating holes – this was
carefully removed and a light coating of lithium grease applied to the locking spigot and
the shaft bearings
were sparingly
lubricated with highquality light-grade
machine oil (not 3-in
One).
Here is a view
‘behind the scenes’ –
the set with the front
panel and scale plate
removed (before
clean-up). This
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chassis panel is bent outwards slightly (towards the front panel) at the top, but I did not
attempt to straighten it as nothing was binding or (seemingly) out of physical alignment –
I thought I might do more harm than good trying to make it flat again, unless it was
completely
removed
from the set
and all
components
attached to it
removed
also (maybe
another
day…). The
photo to the
left follows
the removal
of the
vernier dial
and some preliminary cleaning. It would help if you had 6 pairs of hands when replacing
the front panel – getting the switches re-installed was rather like ‘herding cats’ as they
say (http://www.easycall.net/fun/herding-cats.shtml) – I eventually managed to get all the
little critters to go back into their correct holes.
The next photo shows the top of the chassis with the turret box cover removed (after
preliminary cleaning) – looks pretty good – just minor surface rust on the top of the
mains transformer laminations (this will clean up nicely). You can just make out the
slight bend on the top edge of the chassis front panel on this shot.
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And finally, the set re-assembled and working before ‘boxing up’ - I am now just
awaiting a replacement knob (from Dave Simmons, Tel. 01869 347 504) to replace that
‘mongrel’ one adorning the trimmer control…
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Web:
http://www.eddystoneusergroup.org.uk/ (the best – of course!)
http://bama.edebris.com/manuals/eddyston/eddy770r/ (hereby acknowledged as the
source of the manual attached to this article)
http://www.btinternet.com/~allan.isaacs/770r.html (some good info and tips in this
article)
http://www.schimmel.freeserve.co.uk/radios/770r.htm (a bedtime story about alignment
trials and tribulations…)

Some Books on FM Circuitry and Repairs:
- Radio and Television Receiver Circuitry and Operation, Ghirardi and Johnson, 1951, Ch
6
- Radio and Television Receiver Troubleshooting and Repair, Ghirardi and Johnson,
1952, Ch 13
- Elements of Radio Servicing, Marcus and Levy, 2nd Ed. 1955, Ch 24 and 25 (the first
edition of this book can be downloaded in pdf format from http://www.archive.org/
details/Elements_Of_Radio_Servicing)
Have fun!!!
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